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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
1 first person 

2 second person 

3 third person 

ABL ablative 

C2 second causative 

CAUS causative 

COMP comparison 

EXC exclusive 

iff if and only if (logic) 

INC inclusive 

INT intentional 

IRR irrealis 

LOC locative 

MAN manner 

NEG negative 

NOM nominalizer 

o/O object 

PL plural 

POL polite form 

PN pronoun 

PS possessive 

RDUP reduplication 

REFL reflexive 

SG singular 

TM transitivity marker 

VBZ verbaliser 

VDP valency decreasing pfx 

Vi intransitive verb 

Vt transitive verb 

VtCz causative transitive verb 
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MOLIMA CAUSATIVES 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper examines the morphology and semantics of causative constructions in 

Molima1

2. DEFINITION OF CAUSATIVE 

. Molima is an Austronesian language and a member of the Papuan Tip 
cluster of the Bwaidoga network. It is basically a SOV language (with shifts to OSV 
or SVO depending on focus), with mostly postpositions. The ISO code is mox. 
Molima is spoken by approximately 3 500 speakers on Fergusson Island in Milne Bay 
Province of Papua New Guinea. 

Comrie (1985) talks about causative as a verb construction where a subject brings 
something about (ibid.:323). It refers to an action carried out or experienced by a 
person or a thing, but motivated in some way – requested, ordered, allowed, etc. by 
another person or thing, i.e. the agent. The event expressed in the clause/sentence is an 
agent initiated event, ‘caused’ by the agent which is syntactically marked as agent-
subject (ibid.:336). In Molima this relationship is obligatory marked on the verb. 

The causative relation will be examined mainly in connection with certain pairs of 
sentences. The construction with a Causative Transitive Verb (VtCz) will be regarded 
as causative if, and only if, (iff) this construction has an intransitive counterpart and 
iff these two constructions turn out to be in a causative relationship. We are concerned 
with pairs of verbs: one is Vi and the other is VtCz morphologically and/or 
semantically associated with this Vi; it has been transitivised and provided with a 
causative prefix, as in  

 (1) Ø-tau 
3SG-go 
‘he went’ 

 (2) ve-tau-ye-a 
CAUS-go-TM-3SG.O 
‘take someone and go’ 

Some argue that causativity cannot be discussed on a morphological level, but 
rather on a sentence level (Comrie 1985:318-319), but in Molima it is clearly a 
morphological operation. 

Molima has its causative counterparts in the vast majority of the other 
Austronesian languages of Milne Bay Province. Some have only one causative affix, 
others several, but the function of the causatives seems to be similar across the 
language borders. 

3. PREFIXES IN MOLIMA 
 There are five single causative prefixes in Molima. They are: 

                                                           
1 I am indebted to Britten Årsjö as she has been my consultant in writing this paper.  
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ve- This prefix adds valency to a verb as a single prefix. It 
combines with other causative prefixes to form compound 
prefixes. It also functions as a derivational marker. 

gi- This prefix adds valency to a verb. As a single prefix it 
indicates that something happened unintentionally. 

ʼe- This prefix shows that something happened by itself without 
outside involvement. 

lu- This prefix marks intentional causation as a compound prefix 
with ve-. It is also a derivational marker. It may be used as an 
optional plurality marker. 

u- This prefix indicates sudden or violent action of certain 
movement verbs. 

 These prefixes occur on the verb. Some of them also combine to function as 
compound prefixes. Two of the most common causative prefixes are gi- and the 
compound gi-ve-. These two causative prefixes cannot both occur on any one verb. 
Verbs that occur with gi- do not also occur with gi-ve-, and vice versa.2

Any causative prefix requires an object marker on the verb, except in a reciprocal 
construction. See section 

 The remaining 
three causative prefixes may occur on the same verb as single prefixes ve-, ʼe-, lu- or as 
compound prefixes, veʼ-e-, ve-lu-, lu-ve-, ʼe-lu-. The last single causative prefix u- is not 
common and can only occur on its own. 

Reduplication of any causative prefix may indicate continuous aspect of the verb, 
see ex. (18) which really is reduplication of the first syllable of the verb stem. 
However, the causative prefix lu- may indicate either continuous aspect of the verb if 
reduplicated, or plurality of action whether reduplicated or not, see ex. (23) and (97), 
depending on the context. 

2.3 Reciprocals and Group . 

ve-  

The causative prefix –ve  is the causative prefix which occurs most frequently. It 
is a general causative prefix which normally increases the valency of the verb by one 
argument. It has three functions. 

It functions as a causitiviser. In ex. (4) an agent by his actions causes an event to 
happen. 
 3) Sailaka ʼina-ya a-dodo-ya. 

yam.house 3SG-LOC 1PL(INC)-put-LOC 
‘We put it in the yam house.’ 

 4) Sailaka ʼina-ya a-ve-dodo-ya . 
yam.house 3SG-LOC 1PL(INC)-CAUS-put-LOC 
‘We caused it to be put in the yam house.’ (The subject did not 
necessarily do the work of putting the yam into the yam house, but made 
sure it happened.) 

                                                           
2 In example (13) the gi-gi-ve combination, the first gi- is a reduplication of the first syllable of the verb 

stem, indicating habitual mode. See  further on in the same section. 
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In ex. (5) and (6) ve- is in combination with lu- and ʼe- to form a compound 
causative prefix. 
 5) Nima-di-ega i-na alagamoi-u ʼinega ge ʼaqe-u  

hand-3PL-ABL 3PL-INT catch-2SG.O CONJ NEG leg-2SG.PS  

  na-ve-lu-bai dabo-ya. 
INT-CAUS-CAUS-break rock-LOC 
‘They will catch you and not cause your leg to break on the rock.’ 

 6) Yuyu-na i-mi-e-a i-ve-ʼe-to-vane-ye-a. 
sour-3SG.O 3PL-bring-TM-3SG.O 3SG.CAUS-CAUS-NOM-lift-TM-3SG.O 
‘They brought and caused the sour (thing) to be lifted up.’ (The subject 
did not necessarily lift the sour thing up, but made sure it happened.) 

It functions as a derivational marker that adds an agent to the verb changing the 
lexical meaning. For example from ʼita ‘see’ to ve-ʼita ‘show’. 

 7) Ø-na-ʼit-e-di tomotau 
3SG-INT-see-TM-3PL.O people 
‘He will see the people.’ 

 8) Ø-na-ve-ʼita-ye-di tomotau 
3SG-INT-CAUS-see-TM-3PL.O people 
‘He will show the people. (cause the people to see)’ 

It also functions as a derivational marker to form verbs from nouns. This is further 
described in section 2.4 Causative Derivational Prefix on Non-Verbs. 

gi- 

The primary function of another commonly occuring causative prefix gi- is also to 
increase the valency of the verb by one argument. As a single prefix it also conveys 
the notion that the event happened unintentionally. However, it loses its unintentional 
meaning when combined with another causative prefix, see ex. (11). This prefix 
occurs on its own as in ex. (10) where the added agent causes the event.  There are no 
examples of gi- changing the lexical meaning. 

 9) toni-vaoqa laqana bai 
OWNER-garden branch break 
‘the gardner broke branches’ 

 10) Gwama ena laha Ø-gi-bai-a 
child 3SG.PS toy 3SG-CAUS-break-3SG.O 
‘The child broke its toy.’ (or ‘The child unintentionally caused the toy to 
break.’) 

The gi- prefix occurs frequently on verbs already causativised with ve- where gi- 
mostly precedes ve- as in ex. (11). The word meaning ‘heal’ is derived through ve- and 
the adjective3

                                                           
3 There are no real adjectives in Molima. They all take verb affixation. 

 ‘good’. The prefix gi- changes the meaning to ‘heal’ which also implies 
an added agent. In addition, the prefix gi- points to the subject as an agent of the verb 
and the valency is 3. The same occurs in ex. (12) 
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 11) Ieisu mata kwaya magilafu-di Ø-gi-ve-aqiaqi-e-di 
Jesus eye hidden two-3PL.O 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-good-TM-3PL.O 
‘Jesus heals the two blind. (causes their eyes to become well)’ 

 12) Ilivu lu-veifa-na weaqi-na Ø-gi-ve-luaʼu-ya 
behavior CAUS-bad-3SG.O reason-3SG.O 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-cease-3SG.O 
‘He caused it to cease because of the bad behaviour.’ 

 13) Isimeli Aisake Ø-gi-gi-ve-nuʼw-e-a 
Ishmael Isaac 3SG-RDUP-CAUS-CAUS-tease-TM-3SG.O 
‘Ishmael continuously caused teasing to occur to Isaac. / Ishmael kept 
mocking Isaac.’ 

The following situation as in ex. (14) where gi- follows ve- occurs more seldom.  

 14) ʼIn-ega Fwalikeke Ø-boyoma e Ø-ve-gi-gomogomo 
3SG-ABL Millipede 3SG-stopped CONJ 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-round 
‘Then the millipede stopped and curled up. (caused by something to 
trigger the reflex to make itself curl)’ 

ʼe-  

The causative prefix ʼe- sometimes marks that the event happened ‘by itself’, with 
no direct involvement by anyone or anything. 

 15) Ta ʼaiwe Ø-ʼe-taʼi-a webui Ø-ve-lu-dudu. 
But tree 3SG-CAUS-fall-3SG.O down 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-thump 
‘But the tree fell down (and) it caused a thump.’ 

This prefix may be in a second causative construction with ve-. 

 16) Ta ʼaiwe Ø-ve-ʼe-taʼi-a webui Ø-ve-lu-dudu. 
but tree 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-fall-3SG.O down 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-thump 
‘But the tree was caused to fall down (by someone or something) and it 
caused a thump.’ 

lu- 

The prefix lu- is a common prefix which functions in three ways:  

It functions as a derivational prefix to form verbs from nouns and this is the most 
common usage of this prefix. The nouns that can be derived are mostly limited to 
those able to be physically handled, in particular food items and firewood. The verbs 
derived are semantically involved in carrying, picking, bringing, or acquiring these 
items. 

 17) Vavine i-tau-ya talaqa-ya sabi lu-ʼabwaga. 
woman 3SG.POL-go-LOC garden-LOC PURP VBZ-food 
‘The woman went to the garden to harvest food.’ 

 18) ... ta i-webui goʼila i-lu-lu-daewa 
… but 3PL-down water 3PL-RDUP-VBZ-breadfruit 
‘but they went down to the water (and are continuously) picking 
breadfruit’  

It marks verbs in a compound construction with -ve. In the combination lu-ve- the 
prefixes indicate the notion that an event was intentionally executed.  In examples 
(19) to (22) below the prefixes gradually increase the valency of the verb. In the first 
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example one agent, a path, is originally crooked. The next example shows that ve- 
adds a second undefined agent which caused a path to be crooked. In the last example 
lu- defines a third agent, ‘the flood’, which caused a path to be crooked. 

 19) ʼEda Ø-komwa-na. 
path 3SG-crooked-3SG.O 
‘The path is crooked.’ 

 20) ʼEda Ø-ve-komwa-ne-a. 
path 3SG-CAUS-crooked- TM-3SG.O 
‘The path became crooked / was caused to be crooked.’ 

 21) ʼEda i-lu-ve-komwa-ne-a. 
path 3P-CAUS-CAUS-crooked-TM-3SG.O 
‘They made the path crooked.’ 

 22) Seuseu ʼeda Ø-lu-ve-komwa-ne-a. 
flood path 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-crooked- TM-3SG.O 
‘The flood caused the path to be crooked.’ 

It optionally marks plurality on verbs. 
 23) Lu-ayahaya gumwala kaleko Ø-lu-nunuma-e-di. 

PL-dry finish clothes 3SG-PL-fold-TM-3PL.O 
‘The (many) clothes had dried and s/he folded them (all).’ 

u-  

The prefix u- is only found on a few movement verbs. It is not determined 
whether the prefix is u- or veu-. Most likely it is u- because of its single use in ex. (24). 
The following ones may be compound causatives where ve- is obligatory preceeding 
u-. Since all instances found with this causative prefix indicate violent or sudden 
interference it is possible that this is what the causative u- implies. 

 24) Mwaniʼiniʼi ʼinega gwegwe Ø-u-taʼia seifi-ega. 
earthquake REASON things 3SG-CAUS-fall shelf-ABL 
‘Things fell off the shelf because of the earthquake.’ 4

 25) ta to-ʼavala-di-na i-ve-u-tovolo 
and NOM-carry-3PL.O-DEM 3PL-CAUS-CAUS-stand 
‘and the carriers (were caused to be) stopped (abruptly)’ 

 

 26) ʼInega Ieisu Ø-ve-u-valolo ta Ø-vona-ya, ... 
CONJ Jesus 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-stop and 3SG-said-3SG.O … 
‘And Jesus (was caused to be) stopped and said, …’ 

4. CAUSATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS 
There might be a relation between direct cause > indirect cause > non-cause in 

Molima, where the two main causatives ve- and gi- occurring separately may indicate 

                                                           
4 taʼia can occur with several causative prefixes; gi-, ʼe-, ve-ʼe-, ʼe-lu-ʼe-, u-, (also with si- and va- which 

are manner prefixes). Technically it is accepted on its own, meaning ‘drop’, but rarely if ever occurs 
without any causative prefixes. 
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‘direct cause’, whereas the two together gi-ve- would be likely to fill the ‘indirect 
cause’ slot, and the third ‘non-cause’ would be all other instances without any 
causative markings on the verb.  

All transitive verbs have an agent. The causative prefixes are not grammatically 
obligatory. 

4.1 Causative of Intransitive Verbs 
Few Molima verbs are clearly intransitive. The vast majority of verbs may be 

either intransitive or transitive depending on absence or presence of causative prefixes 
and object suffix markers. 

A common derivational process on verbs is transitivisation. The causative prefix 
ve- is added to the intransitive verb and a derivational transitive process takes place 
adding +1 to the valency of the verb.  

 27) Vetumaqana Ø-ʼifoqe. 
faith 3SG-arrived 
’Faith came.’ 

 28) Yaubada vetumaqana Ø-ve-ʼifoqe-ye-a ʼida-ya. 
God faith 3SG(God)-CAUS-arrived-TM-3SG.O(faith) 2PL-LOC 
‘God caused faith to arrive to us.’ (Gal 3:23) 

 29) Bawe Ø-vihila. 
pig 3SG-run 
‘The pig ran.’ 

 30) To-yaba bawe i-ve-vihil-e-a. 
NOM-walk pig 3PL-CAUS-run-TM-3SG.O 
’The hunters caused the pig to run. (i.e. chased it)’ 

A few verbs are strong intransitives and as such they cannot be causativised. 
These verbs include the most basic movement verbs ‘go’ and ‘come’. Some have a 
correlative transitive verb with the same semantic information that the causativised 
intransitive verb would have had. 

 31) mai ‘come’ 
*ve-mai ‘cause to come’ 
mie ‘bring’ 

 32) tau ‘go’ 
*ve-tau ‘cause to go’ 
ʼwavini ‘make him go/ chase’ 

NOTE: tauya ‘walk’, vetauyei  ‘make someone go by accompanying him’ 
is different, see example (75) under section 2.6. Valency Change and 
Transitivity. 

 33) ʼavalataʼia ‘fall’  
*ve-ʼavalataʼia ‘cause to fall’ 

‘ʼetaʼia ’fall’ - veʼetaʼia ’fell (cause to fall)’  
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 34) ou ‘dance’ 
*ve-ou ‘cause to dance’ 

 35) tai ‘dive’ 
*ve-tai ‘cause to dive’ 

4.2 Causative of Transitive Verbs 
As with the intransitive verbs so also the transitive verbs may be causativised by 

the prefix ve-. This can be a derivational process shifting the semantics of the verb 
itself (ex. 38). It always increases the valency by +1, whether there is a semantic shift 
involved or not. If increasing the valency was the only function of ve- one could have 
called it a transitiviser, but that would not tell the whole story. See the following 
examples.   
 36) ʼOloto kofekofe-na Ø-ʼita-ʼita. 

man old-3SG.PS 3SG-RDUP-see 
‘The old man can see.’ 

 37) Gogama ya-ʼit-e-di. 
children 1SG-see-TM-3PL.O 
‘I saw the children.’ 

 38) To-ve-ʼita-yavo i-ve-ʼite-di gogama. 
NOM-CAUS-see-PL 3PL-CAUS-see-3PL.O children 
‘The teachers taught the children.’ (semantic shift) 

A few verbs take the fifth causative prefix u-. It may occur on its own or co-occur 
with another causative prefix preceding it. This prefix has so far only been found on 
four verbs: taʼia ‘fall’ from ex. (24), tovolo ‘stand’ also in ex. (25) and valolo ‘stop’ 
from ex. (26). Valolo ‘stop’ has never been found without its causative prefix u-. 

 39) ʼOloto Ø-tovolo. 
man 3SG-stand 
‘The man stood.’ 

 40) ʼOloto Ø-ve-u-tovolo. 
man 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-stand 
‘The man stood (abruptly) still (from having walked).’ 

 41) Laqana Ø-bai-a. 
branch 3SG-break-3SG.O 
‘The branch broke.’ 

 42) Yaqina laqana Ø-u-bai-a. 
wind branch 3SG-CAUS-break-3SG.O 
‘The wind broke the branch.’  

4.3 Reciprocals and Group Plural 
4.3.1 Transitive  

“Reciprocal verbs … introduce a more complex valency change involving 
subjects. With the reciprocal verb, subject and direct object of the basic verb are 
combined into a single compound subject …. The valency of the verb is, of course, 
reduced from transitive to intransitive.” (Comrie 1985:326) 
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In Molima the causative prefix ve- occurs with reciprocal verbs. The transitiviser 
and the object marker are absent in the transitive reciprocal construction which reduce 
the valency. The transitive verb stem is reduplicated, either as a whole or only the first 
syllable. 
 43) Anton Nafo Ø-lob-e-a. 

A N 3SG-find-TM-3SG.O 
’Anton met Nafo.’ 

 44) Anton be Nafo i-ve-loba-loba. 
A and N 3PL-RDUP-find 
’Anton and Nafo met each other.’ 
 

 45) Vaina tomotau ʼidewani i-von-e-a. 
some people likewise 3PL-say-TM-3SG.O  
‘Some people talk like that.’ 

 46) Vaina tomotau i-ve-vona-vona. 
some people 3PL-CAUS-RDUP-say 
‘Some people gossip about each other.’ 

 

 47) Saimoni be Randy i-iul-e-gu. 
S and R 3PL-help-TM-1SG.O  
‘Saimoni and Randy helped me.’ 

 48) Saimoni be Randy i-ve-iu-iula. 
S and R 3PL-CAUS-RDUP-help 
‘Saimoni and Randy helped each other.’  

 
 49) Dolini be ia-na Betsila. 

D and friend-3SG.PS B 
’Dolini and her friend Betsila.’ 

 50) Dolini be Betsila i-ve-ia-ia-na. 
D and B 3PL-RDUP-friend-3SG.PS  
’Dolini and Betsila befriended each other.’ 

 

 51) Ema toa bwaʼo-bwaʼo-ya ge Ø-da-ve-aʼuvivi. 
1PL.EXC.PS sit RDUP-soil-LOC NEG 3SG-IRR-CAUS-change 
‘Our life on the earth will not be caused to change.’ 

 52) Tomotau kulufa i-ve-aʼu-aʼuvivi. 
people things 3PL-CAUS-RDUP-change  
‘People exchange things with each other.’ 

4.3.2 Intransitive  
The reciprocal notion functions on intransitive verbs in the same way as on 

transitive verbs. The same grammatical form as for reciprocal is used to express 
certain other group activities. Here the valency increases by at least +1 depending on 
the context, since the intransitive verb mostly carries a valency of +1 and the 
reciprocality adds at least one agent to the event. The causative prefix ve- is added to 
the verb and the intransitive verb root is reduplicated, either as a whole or only the 
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first syllable. In other constructions reduplication is used to indicate habitual mode of 
the verb. 

 53) I-dou-dou. 
3PL-RDUP-cry 
‘They cried continuously.’ 

 54) Ta Ø-talafaf-e-i e maega i-ve-dou-dou. 
and 3SG-embrace-TM-3SG.O CONJ with 3PL-CAUS-RDUP-cry 
’And he embraced him and they cried continuously together. (they cried 
over each other)’ 

 

 55) Tomotau i-na-toa-toa guguna. 
people 3PL-INT-RDUP-sit group 
‘People will sit continuously in groups.’ 

 56) Ta tomotau weaqi-di i-na-ve-toa-toa guguna. 
and people REASON-3PL.O 3PL-INT-CAUS-RDUP-live group  
’And because of the people they will cause to sit continuously in groups. 
(i.e. they will become idlers)’ 

4.4 Causative Derivational Prefix on Non-Verbs 
4.4.1 Nouns 

There is no restriction on which nouns may be derived to a verb by adding the 
causative prefix ve-. Some derivations are more common like ex.(58), but the process 
is completely productive as can be seen in the examples. 
 57) Tauna to-luvine ema ʼabaga ʼina-ya 

3SG.PN NOM-rule 1PL.PS place 3SG-LOC 
‘He is the ruler of our village.’ 

 58) Nua-nua-na Ø-na-ve-to-luvine be ena luvine 
RDUP-mind-3SG.O 3SG-INT-CAUS-NOM-rule and 3SG.PS rule 

  taunega na-viaqi-a. 
3SG.REFL INT-make-3SG.O 
‘He wants to become the one who rules and (be able to) make up his own 
rules.’ 

 

 59) Tomotau taha vihiqa i-ʼew-e-a. 
people one sickness 3PL-get-TM-3SG.O 
‘People had a certain sickness.’ 

 60) ʼInega tomotau qabu-di i-ve-vihiqa. 
CONJ people all-3PL 3PL-CAUS-sickness 
‘So all the people were sick’ 

 
 61) Tauna kavona oqola... 

3SG.PN like post 
’He is like a post...’ 
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 62) ta ʼin-ega Ø-ve-oqola nugweta ta ʼitaga 
and 3SG-ABL 3SG-CAUS-post first and today 

  oqola qabu-di Ø-lu-luvine-di.' 
post all-3PL 3SG-RDUP-rule-3PL.O 
‘and then he became the first post and today he rules over all the posts.’ 
(the stone which became the cornerstone, Acts 4:11) 

4.4.2 Adjectives 
There is no restriction on which adjective5

 63) Me-ʼoloto-di waiwai-di 
ACC-man-3PL.PS strong-3PL.PS 
‘Men are strong.’ 

 may be derived to a verb by adding the 
causative prefix ve-. As derived verbs the adjectives are transitive or intransitive 
depending on the semantics of adjective/verb itself.  

 64) ʼOloto-nana ve-waiwai 
man-DEM CAUS-strong 
‘The man became strong.’ 

 65) Vihila ʼinega ʼaqe-di i-ve-waiwai-e-di. 
run REASON leg-3PL.PS 3PL-CAUS-strong-TM-3PL.O 
‘By running they strengthened their legs.’ 

 

 66) Gwama baʼe ago vaʼine-na 
child this large COMP-3SG.O 
’This child is larger. 

 67) Gwama baʼe Ø-ve-ago. 
child this 3SG-CAUS-large 
‘This child grew up.’ 

4.5 The Independent Causative ʼe- 
The causative prefix ʼe- occurs on transitive and intransitive verbs where the action 

involves a change of status without outside interference, i.e. neither human nor non-
human agents are involved in the action. As such it obligatory occurs without a 
causee. 
 68) Vavine ulena Ø-fisali-a. 

woman clay.pot 3SG-crack-3SG.O 
‘The woman cracked the clay pot.’ 

 69) Ulena Ø-ʼe-fisali-a. 
clay.pot 3SG-CAUS-crack-3SG.O 
‘The clay pot cracked (by itself).’ 

 

 70) Witi Ø-tabo bwaʼobwaʼo ʼinaya. 
wheat 3SG-grow earth 3SG.LOC 
‘The wheat grew in the soil.’ 

                                                           
5 There are no real adjectives in Molima. They all take verb affixation. 
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 71) ʼInega qabu-na Ø-ʼe-lu-tabo ta wese vuaqa. 
CONJ all-3SG.O 3SG-CZ-PL-grow and also bear.fruit 
‘And all of it grew and also bore fruit.’ 
 

 72) Gwama Ø-buinia. 
child 3SG-fall.over 
‘The child fell over.’ 

 73) Gwama Ø-ʼe-buinia. 
child 3SG-CAUS-fall.over 
‘The child fell over (by itself).’ 

4.6 Valency Change and Transitivity 
Almost all Molima verbs may be transitivised. Even some intransitive verbs such 

as ‘walk’, ‘run’, ‘sleep’ and ‘die’ can be transitivised by adding a causative prefix and 
an object suffix. A causative prefix increases the number of arguments of the verb by 
one and thus makes the verb transitive. It will also result in making it transitive if it 
was originally intransitive, and ditransitive if it was originally monotransitive as 
shown in examples (74) - (77).  

 74) Gwama Ø-tau-ya. 
child 3SG-walk-LOC 
‘The child goes (somewhere).’ 

 75) Gwama u-ve-tau-ye-i 
child 2SG-CAUS-walk-TM-3SG.O(child) 

‘Take the child and go (away with it).’ 
 76) Iʼai u-ʼit-e-a 

opossum 2SG-see-TM-3SG.O(opossum) 
‘You see the opossum.’ 

 77) ʼIʼai u-ve-ʼit-e-i 
opossum 2SG-CAUS(you)-show-TM-3SG.O(him) 

‘Show him the opossum.’ 

Below are examples of valency decrease, the opposite of what the causativation 
does. Decreasing the valency may be done through the prefix tunu- on certain 
movement verbs. As the valency decreases with the use of tunu- the object suffix on 
the verb is obligatory absent, i.e. the verb becomes intransitive. 
 78) Vavine Ø-givil-e-a 

woman 3SG-turn-TM-3SG.O 
‘The woman turned it.’ 

 79) Vavine Ø-tunu-givila 
woman 3SG-VDP-turn 
‘The woman turned.’ 

 80) *Vavine Ø-tunu-givil-e-a 
woman 3SG-VDP-turn-TM-3SG.O 
‘The woman turned it.’ 
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 81) o-na lihi vane-ye-a 
2SG.INT pull up-TM-3SG.O 
‘you(sg) will pull it up’ 

 82) ʼinega lukwayavoni Ø-tunu-vane ta Yaubada 
CONJ quickly 3SG-VDP-up and God  

  Ø-awatubo-ya. 
3SG-praise-3SG.O(God)  

‘… then she quickly straightened up and praise God.’ (Luk 3:13) 

The verbs in the following three examples never occur as transitive verbs. The 
prefix tunu- only indicates movement as it also does in the examples above. 

 (83) ʼinega Ø-iwaʼodu ta Ø-ve-noqi, 
CONJ 3SG-worship and 3SG-CAUS-pray 
‘‘… and he worshipped and prayed’ 

 84) ʼinega Ø-tunu-iwaʼodu ta Ø-ve-noqi, ... 
CONJ 3SG-VDP-worship and 3SG-CAUS-pray 
‘… and he bowed down and prayed, …’ (Luk 18:13) 

 85) gebu mali tomotau ʼidia o-na tunu-tunu-vahala, ... 
not other people to.them 2PL-INT RDUP-VDP-seek.help 
‘… do not look for help among other people, …’ 

5. SECOND CAUSATIVE PERSPECTIVE 
It is possible to explain the Molima causative prefixes from another perspective. 

Kulikov (1993) presents a way to look at causatives in a way which also fits the 
Molima system fairly well. He uses the term ‘second causative’ (C2) and refers it to a 
phenomenon in certain languages whereby the following conditions are met 
(ibid.:121). 

1. There exist at least two different types of verbal derivation corresponding to 
the classical treatment of  causatives. Comrie (1985, 1976) defines the 
causative construction as one where an event is caused to take place by a 
causing agent which in addition changes the valency of the verb by +1. 

2. There exist verbs which can express causative relationship at least in two 
different ways. 

 86) Tuta aqiaqi-na Ø-ʼifoqe. 
time good-3SG.PS 3SG(time)-arrived 
‘The good time came.’ 

 87) Yaubada vetumaqana Ø-ve-ʼifoqe-ye-a ʼidaya. 
God faith 3SG(God)-CAUS-arrived-TM-3SG.O(faith) 2PL.LOC 
‘God caused faith to arrive to us.’ (Gal 3:23) 

 88) Yaubada ena nuenuega tuta aqiaqi-na  
God 3SG.PS from.his.mind time good-3SG.PS 

  Ø-gi-veʼifoqe-ye-a  ... 
3SG(God)-CAUS-CAUS-arrived-TM-3SG.O(time) 

‘By God’s will the good time had come…’ (Gal 4:4) 
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 89) Bawe Ø-vihila. 
pig 3SG-run 
‘The pig ran.’ 

 90) To-yaba bawe i-ve-vihil-e-a. 
NOM-walk pig 3PL-CAUS-run-TM-3SG.O  
’The hunters chased the pig.’ 

 91) To-yaba edi kedewa-yavo  
NOM-walk 3PL.PS dog-PL 

  i-gi-ve-vihil-e-a 
3PL(hunters)-CAUS(dogs)-CAUS-run-TM-3SG.O(pig) 

‘The hunters made the dogs chase (run) the pig.’ 

- C2 is a resultant to the first causative. This meaning is almost undistinguishable 
from that of coercive causation (i.e. ‘to cause to do something by force’) when 
added to a causative verb. It could be that the prefix gi- is weaker and 
encourage rather than force the V and may do so unintentionally. See Comrie 
1985:332-3. 

 92) Vavine ulena Ø-ve-fisal-i-a. 
woman clay.pot 3SG-CAUS-crack-TM-3SG.O 
‘The woman cracked the clay pot.’ 

 93) Vavine ulena Ø-gi-ve-fisal-i-a. 
woman clay.pot 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-crack-TM-3SG.O 
‘The woman cracked the clay pot.’ (as a secondary event when she did 
something else) 

- C2 in a curative meaning (i.e. to ask someone to do sth). 

 94) I-gi-ve-ʼite-a mwata. 
CAUS-see 3PL-CAUS-CAUS-see-3sg.o  
’They made him see the snake.’ 

 95) Kedewa ve-vihiqa ʼinega ina gwama 
dog CAUS-sickness REASON mother child  

  i-gi-ve-ʼai-ni-a 
3SG.POL(mother)-CAUS-CAUS-eat-TM-3SG.O(child) 

  ’The dog was sick so the mother made the child feed it.’ 

- C2 marker to render plurality. 
 96) Gwegwe u-lu-bal-e-di 

things 2SG-PL(not CAUS)-move.aside-TM-3PL.O 
‘Move the (many) things over.’ 

 97) Gwama ʼaiwe Ø-lu-lu-vane-ye-a. 
child tree 3SG-RDUP-PL-climb-TM-3SG.O 
‘The child climbs the tree (up and down, up and down).’ 

- C2 in a nominalised meaning. 

 98) ʼOloto Ø-ʼwaiva 
man 3SG-disappear 
‘The man disappeared.’ 
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 99) ʼOloto kedewa Ø-lu-ve-ʼwaiv-i-a 
man dog 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-disappear-TM-3SG.O 
‘The man caused the dog to disappear. (The man lost the dog 
accidentally)’ 

 100) ʼOloto kedewa Ø-gi-ve-ʼwaiv-i-a 
man dog 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-disappear-TM-3SG.O 
‘The man caused the dog to disappear. (The man chased the dog away on 
purpose)’ 

 101) Kedewa Ø-lu-lu-ve-ʼwaiv-i-na 
dog 3SG-RDUP-CAUS-CAUS-lose-TM-3SG.PS 
‘The dog which is continuously disappeared. (The lost dog. (which keep 
being lost))’ 

 102) *Kedewa Ø-gi-ve-ʼwaiv-i-na 
dog 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-lose-TM-3SG.PS 
‘*The chased-away dog.’ 

 
 103) ʼAu Ø-ʼifoqe 

smoke 3SG-appear 
‘The smoke appears’ 

 104) ʼAu lu-veifa-na Ø-ve-ʼifoqe-ye-a 
smoke CAUS-bad-3SG.O 3SG-CAUS-appear-TM-3SG.O 
‘He caused a smoke caused to be bad to appear. (He brought forth a 
terrible smoke.)’ (with force) 

 105) ʼAu na-lu-ʼifoqe 
smoke INT-CAUS-appear 
‘The smoke was about to appear’ (imminent) 

 106) ʼAu ʼawa-di-ega Ø-ʼe-lu-ʼifoqe 
smoke mouth-3PL.PS-ABL 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-appear 
‘Smoke appeared from their mouths.’ (without outside influence) 

 107) ʼAu-nana Ø-gi-ve-ʼifoqe-ye-a ʼidia 
smoke-DEM 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-appear-TM-3SG.O to.her.POLITE 
‘He caused the smoke to appear to her.’ (for a reason) 

 108) … agu lu-ve-matasabu sabi gi-ve-ʼifoqe-na 
... my CAUS-CAUS-punishment PURPOSE CAUS-CAUS-appear-DEM 
‘… the purpose of the appearance of my punishment’ (for the appearance 
of my punishment) 

6. OTHER VERB PREFIXES 
The  verb system in Molima  has  other prefixes apart from the causative ones, but 

as somewhat linked to those. This set of prefixes are grouped as the Manner Prefixes. 
Some prefixes may optionally co-occur with one or more causative prefixes, mainly 
ve-. Compare examples (109) and (110). One prefix obligatory co-occur with the 
causative prefix ve- as in ex. (113). The last manner prefix seen in ex. (115) 
obligatorily cannot co-occur with any causative prefix. 
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si-  This prefix has a primary semantics of ‘doing something with 
one’s hands’ that it adds to the verb. It occurs as a single prefix 
on a verb, but also with the causative prefix ve-. 

 109) Taunega ana logo Ø-si-abu-i 
2SG.REFL 3SG.PS coat 3SG-MAN-tear-3SG.O 
‘He tore his coat himself. (with his own hands)’ 

 110) Fita Konilio si-ve-yaʼitoto-ya 
Peter Cornelius MAN-CAUS-stand.up-3SG.O 
‘Peter caused Cornelius stand up with his hands. (P helped C up.)’ 

 111) Ge u-na ve-si-taʼi! 
NEG 2SG.INT CAUS-MAN-disturb 
‘You shall not cause disturbance (with your hands)! (Don’t knock on the 
wall!)’ 

va- This prefix indicates motion and motion taken with one’s legs 
and feet. 

 112) Dimudimu maʼinua-n-ega Ø-va-tete ʼaiwe ʼinaya 
whiteskin careful-3SG.PS-ABL 3SG-MAN-step log 3SG.LOC 
‘The white skin carefully stepped across on the log.’ (using his feet) 

dive- This prefix specifies the action done with one’s voice. 

 113) Tuta qabu-na gogama i-dive-waifefe-di to-fewa-yavo 
time all-3SG.O children 3PL-MAN-disturb-3PL.O NOM-work-PL 
‘The children disturbed (with their voices) the workers all the time.’ 

ʼauve- This prefix indicates that the verb is carried out in a rapid 
fashion. 

 114) Vai-di dabo-yega i-ʼauve-ʼalig-i-di 
some-3PL stone-ABL 3PL(those killing)-MAN-die-TM-3PL.O(those killed) 

‘They stoned and killed (quickly) some of them.’ 

guda- This prefix specifies the action of the verb in that it is done with 
one’s mouth. 

 115) Labiʼa u-na guda-tonov-i-a nua-u 
sago 2SG-INT MAN-try-TM-3SG.O mind-2SG.PS 

  na-ʼew-e-a! 
INT-take-TM-3SG.O(mind) 

‘You should try sago, you’ll really like it! (It’ll blow your mind!)’ 

7. THE VERB ‘TO DIE’ 
The verb ‘to die’ is truly amazing with all its possible causative and manner prefix 

combinations. It is not surprising however, that this particular verb is so elaborate. 
The Molima culture, especially in the past, when tribal wars and the deaths of people 
for many other reasons forced the Molima speakers to create necessary expressions in 
their language. 
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 116) ʼOloto Ø-ʼaliga. 
man 3SG-die 
‘The man died.’ 

 117) ʼOloto Ø-ve-ʼalig-i-a. 
man 3SG-CAUS(man)-die-TM-3SG.O(him) 

‘The man killed him. (unintentionally, or by neglect)’6

 118) ʼOloto Ø-lu-ve-ʼalig-i-a. 
man 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-die-TM-3SG.O(him) 
‘The man murdered him. (intentionally)’ 

  

 119) ʼOloto Ø-ve-lu-ʼalig-i-a 
man 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-die-TM-3SG.O 
‘The man fell to death.’ 

 120) ʼOloto tau-n-ega Ø-lu-ve-ʼalig-i-a. 
man 3SG-3SG.O-ABL 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-die-TM-3SG.O 
‘The man committed suicide. (Caused his own death intentionally.)’ 

 121) ʼOloto Ø-ʼe-lu-ve-ʼalig-i-di 
man 3SG-CAUS-PL-CAUS-die-TM-3PL.O 
‘The man killed many. (intentionally at the same time)’ 

 122) ʼOloto Ø-gi-ve-ʼalig-i-a 
man 3SG-CAUS-CAUS-die-TM-3SG.O 
‘The man squeezed him to death. (intentionally)’ 

 123) ʼOloto Ø-si-ve-ʼalig-i-a 
man 3SG-MAN(w/hands)-CAUS-die-TM-3SG.O 
‘The man strangled him.’ (with his hands) 

 124) ʼOloto Ø-va-ve-ʼalig-i-a 
man 3SG-MAN(w/feet)-CAUS-die-TM-3SG.O 
‘The man killed it by stamping on it.’ (with his feet) 

8. CONCLUSIONS 
The Molima verbs are interesting with their many prefix possibilities, both 

optional and obligatory. The series of prefixes expressing causative relationships are 
only one kind of prefixes. The causative system expressed on the verbs is both 
productive and intricate. The causative prefix that occurs in the vast majority of cases 
is the clear, main causative prefix ve-. This and the other Molima causative prefixes 
are used to: a) express a clear causative being translated as ‘caused to V’, b) to derive 
verbs from other verbs, c) to derive verbs from nouns, d) to derive verbs from 
adjectives, e) to express reciprocity, f) to indicate subtle semantic variances of the 
verb, e.g. plurality, or the manner in which an event happens. 

The next step in this research could be to find out whether the Molima verbs can 
indeed be divided into verb classes, and whether these verb classes would then 
determine which causative prefix would dominate that group. 
 

                                                           
6 Usually the causative prefix gi- indicates an unintentional event, but *lu-ʼaliga  does not occur. 
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